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There exists in vulnerability/lethality analysis an ongoing need to convert target geometries from commercial systems used by vendors to the BRL-CAD representation used by the US Army Research Laboratory’s analysis tools. To make that conversion process more rapid, a plugin was developed for PTC’s Pro/ENGINEER computer-aided design system in the early 2000s that simplified conversion of Pro/ENGINEER geometry to BRL-CAD. In 2017, that original plugin is no longer compatible with the newer releases of PTC’s tools. This report documents updates and improvements made to the original code base in order to support PTC’s Creo Parametric 3.
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1. Using Commercially Produced Models in Vulnerability/Lethality Analysis

Vulnerability/lethality (V/L) analysis fundamentally relies on the ability to define for a computer the 3-D space occupied by a target (tank, truck, helicopter, etc.) and the ability to calculate geometric intersection along shot lines through those targets. Historically, models were purpose-built for analysis needs; however, preexisting geometric models created by vehicle vendors have been more frequently used over the last 15+ years. Using a preexisting model offers the possibility of a faster and less expensive analysis process, but in order to make use of these preexisting models, they must be converted to the BRL-CAD .g format used by the US Army Research Laboratory’s (ARL’s) V/L analysis tools (particularly MUVES).

Current practice is to convert commercial geometries, which typically use Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) as their fundamental geometric shape representation method, to triangle mesh-based geometry. There are many potential paths for such conversions; one simple possibility involves converting all shapes in the commercial system to STereoLithography (STL) meshes and reassembling them manually in BRL-CAD. Unfortunately, while simple, such methods are not only labor intensive but lose all hierarchy and metadata information contained in the original commercial system.

In the early 2000s, John Anderson, ARL, wrote a plugin for the PTC Pro/ENGINEER (Pro/E) commercial computer-aided design modeling system that converted triangle meshes generated by Pro/E directly to the BRL-CAD .asc ASCII file format, generated combinations based on the Pro/E geometry hierarchy, and also preserved some metadata information (such as object color). This proved to be a successful conversion strategy, and the original converter has been used ever since to convert commercial models. In 2008 Robert Parker, ARL, extended this converter to be more flexible about tolerances during model tessellation (the process that generates triangles from the original NURBS shapes) and added a few other behavioral improvements. Since that work was completed, there has been little change to the converter’s code or design.

Although the converter code was stable, the PTC products have evolved over time. Pro/E has been replaced by Creo Parametric and the original Pro/Develop toolkit used for (part of) the original Pro/E to BRL-CAD plugin has been removed in Creo Parametric 3. This means that existing Pro/E and Creo Parametric version 2 converter binaries will no longer work, and the code will have to be updated to more modern standards before target modelers at ARL can handle vendor-supplied models created in newer Creo versions.
Fortunately, much of the original converter was written using Pro/TOOLKIT rather than Pro/Develop and therefore it requires only minimal updating. However, years of use have also resulted in a number of feature requests to improve the work flows of target modelers utilizing the converter. As the code needed to be modernized in any case, some of the simpler requests have also been targeted for implementation:

- Writing geometry directly to BRL-CAD’s binary .g file, instead of staging through the ASCII .asc file format.
- Allowing users to specify model parameters (“attributes” in BRL-CAD terminology) that they wish to have preserved in the conversion.
- Allowing users to specify attributes to be used for generating “user-friendly” BRL-CAD object names to be used in lieu of the Creo part numbers.

All of these goals were achieved, and in the process, the original converter code was extensively refactored and updated.

2. Installing the Creo to BRL-CAD Converter

Installing the converter is simply a matter of placing the correct files in the correct locations within the PTCCreo file hierarchy. The .zip file will decompress the files to the correct relative positions if the proper root level directory is chosen. For example, if you are using Creo Parametric 3 M100 in a standard C:\Program Files installation location, decompress the .zip file in the directory C:\Program Files\PTC\Creo3.0. This may require administrator privileges, depending on how Creo was originally installed.

3. Converting a Creo Parametric Model

When the converter is supplied the name of an existing BRL-CAD file as an output target and that file is the output of a previous conversion from Creo Parametric 3 via this converter, the converter will create and update only those objects that are either newly added or changed since the last conversion. If this is undesirable behavior, either the conversion should target a new .g output file or the modeler should remove specific objects they wish to reconvert.

All BRL-CAD objects are stored using millimeters, so Creo objects will be converted to use those units on a per-part basis.

Figures 1 through 22 illustrate the step-by-step model conversion process, using the open source Pro/E model for the Neo1973 phone.7
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Fig. 1  Start up Creo Parametric 3

Fig. 2  Select the desired file to open. If you have a large model, you are probably looking for an assembly file. Part files can be converted, but they do not encode multiobject hierarchies.
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Fig. 3  You may see a “hairball” of informational labels that can be so thick that it hides the actual model shape. Fortunately, the labels can also be hidden as described in Figs. 4–7.

Fig. 4  Disable Annotation Display
Fig. 5  Select the Datum Display Filters drop-down menu next to the Annotation Display

Fig. 6  Disable all of the available categories
Fig. 7  Screenshot after disabling categories; ready to load the conversion plugin

Fig. 8  From the Tools tab, select Auxiliary Applications
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Fig. 9  Register plugin to let Creo Parametric know it exists

Fig. 10  In the File Selection dialog, navigate to the PTC hierarchy Common Files/protoolkit directory. Select the file creo-brl.dat. This file will be in the directory if the plugin was installed correctly.
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Fig. 11 Once registered, the plugin can now be started

Fig. 12 Screenshot of successful startup: running report from the Auxiliary Applications dialog, a new “TOOLKIT” group in the toolbar, and a message reporting success in the text status window
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**Fig. 13** Select Tree Columns in the Model Tree view to display data in Creo identifying significant metadata on objects for preservation.

**Fig. 14** Various types of parameters are available. As an example, select Model Params for the type of data of interest.
Fig. 15  From the available parameters, select those of possible interest for display in the tree view

Fig. 16  Inspect the model to identify data are in at least some of the objects
Fig. 17 Construct 2 comma-separated lists of attributes using a text editor. The first indicates the parameters to use when constructing objects names. The second lists parameters to preserve as attributes on the corresponding BRL-CAD objects.

Fig. 18 Select File/Creo-BRL to run the converter
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Fig. 19  The converter dialog offers a variety of settings that impact the conversion process. Populate the various data entry boxes in the lists of Creo model parameters. Select All for verbose logging. (This is not necessary, but is sometimes useful when debugging problems.)

Fig. 20  Once the desired settings are selected, select Go to run the conversion. As the conversion is running, messages should be displayed in the status bar. (This can sometimes fail if the conversion hits an interface update blocking operation, but generally, it should provide a useful sense of how the conversion is progressing.)
Fig. 21  Once the conversion is complete, select Dismiss

Fig. 22  Inspect the resulting .g file to ensure the result is as expected
4. Other Features of the Creo to BRL-CAD Converter

Users of the plugin dialog will note that a number of data entry blocks are not documented in the previous section’s conversion. Although these settings will normally work using their default values, the figures and descriptions in this section briefly document the purpose of each option so users will know when they might want to adjust them.

The starting identifier is used to set the initial region ID used when creating regions to hold objects (Fig. 23). The converter begins with this ID number and then increments the ID for each new region created during conversion.

![Starting identifier number](image)

There are 5 settings that all pertain to tessellation, as identified in Fig. 24. These define the range of settings that may be used by the converter when trying to tessellate NURBS geometry, in order from least accurate (and smallest) to most accurate (and largest). Modelers may wish to experiment with these settings on individual parts to get a feel for their behavior.
The converter does have some logic defined that will attempt to recognize features defining holes in solids and replace them with constructive solid geometry (CSG) Boolean shapes, but this feature is disabled by default (Fig. 25). It is somewhat experimental, and modelers are cautioned that applications requiring only triangle meshes cannot use outputs generated with this option disabled.
Surface normals on triangles are not written out to bag-of-triangles (BoT) solids by default (Fig. 26), but the BRL-CAD BoT primitive does support them. They will be saved during conversion if this option is enabled.

Fig. 26 Write surface normals when outputting triangle meshes

Rejecting nonsolid BoT tessellations (Fig. 27) is an experimental feature, which may be overly aggressive in rejections as currently implemented.
Fig. 27  Reject nonsolid object tessellations

The converter can optionally use the bounding box of an object to create an ARB8 primitive if all tessellation options fail (Fig. 28), but generally, the resulting shape will be too crude of an approximation of the original shape for V/L analysis purposes. This option is primarily for debugging but can also be used to generate a more complete conversion of the geometry hierarchy, with the bounding box primitives indicating objects requiring manual work to complete.
Creo Parametric provides the ability to suppress features on solids (Fig. 29), which in effect allows the converter to interact with a simplified approximation of the fully detailed solid. This can allow successful tessellation in cases where the fully featured model will not succeed, and it will tend to generate simpler meshes when the tessellation does not have to use many small triangles to approximate fine details. The check button enables suppression, and once enabled, threshold parameters may be entered for holes, chamfers, and roundings to determine which features end up suppressed. Enabling this process will 1) slow the conversion if many features need to be suppressed and 2) may damage the working copy of the model if features cannot be restored post-conversion. In the latter case, it is important to quit Creo Parametric after conversion is complete without saving the Creo model (and write the inadvertent changes back to the on-disk copy).

Fig. 28  Use bounding boxes to represent objects if mesh generation fails
Fig. 29 Creo Parametric provides the ability to suppress features on solids

5. Developers Notes: Working with Creo Parametric

Important points for developers:

- Match your version of Visual Studio to the version used to compile the specific version of Creo Parametric you are targeting—for version 3, Visual Studio 2012 with the v110_xp toolset).

- Ensure you install the development library—by default, it is not enabled for installation in Creo Parametric 3 (See Figs. 30 and 31).

- You will need read-write access to the Creo Parametric directories for development—the plugin cannot be run successfully without performing the installation step, even for debugging purposes.
Fig. 30  When you reach the Application Selection stage of Creo Parametric installation, locate the Customize Applications button
Fig. 31 Under the Command Configuration tab, locate the PTC Creo Parametric TOOLKIT and ensure it is enabled for installation. If you wish to have Creo Parametric load the TOOLKIT license at startup (you do if you are doing any major development) update the configuration in the Command Configuration tab. See the Creo documentation for more details.

Once Creo Parametric is correctly set up, it is time to compile the plugin. The source code for this plugin is part of a standard BRL-CAD source archive, located in the directory src/external/Creo. Unlike most of BRL-CAD’s tools, the Creo plugin is designed to be built as a stand-alone project. The Creo plugin uses the CMake build tool to manage its configuration process and Microsoft Visual C++ to perform the actual compilation, as illustrated in Figs. 32–38.
Fig. 32  Visual Studio version and toolset are both set in the initial CMake screen
Fig. 33  The first time Configure is run, the process will halt with an error. This is expected behavior, because the locations of BRL-CAD and Creo Parametric have not yet been specified. (Both are required for a complete configuration process to succeed.)
Fig. 34 For BRLCAD_ROOT_DIR and CREO_ROOT_DIR, select the correct directories to identify the versions of Creo Parametric and BRL-CAD being used to build the plugin.
Fig. 35  Run Configure again, and the process should complete. Select Generate to produce a Visual Studio project. Be sure you have read and understood the messages generated during the configuration process—they are intended to alert you to situations that may result in a failure of the converter plugin to successfully run, or otherwise compromise effective software development work on the converter.
Fig. 36 Select the generated file “CREO2BRL” to open the Visual Studio project
Fig. 37 The target list should include creo-brl, which is the primary target to build. Although it is not required for building, opening the converter source code files in Visual Studio is a good preparation step if you expect to set breakpoints or step through the sources during debugging.
Fig. 38 Building the target should succeed and produce creo-brl.dll. If not, debugging work starts now.

After producing creo-brl.dll successfully, the next step depends on what licensing the developer’s Creo Parametric is set up to use. The CMake process issues a warning if the user’s Creo Parametric settings are not configured to load the Pro/TOOLKIT license at Creo startup. If Creo Parametric does not load the necessary toolkit, the plugin will eventually fail to load, notifying the user of a locked DLL. If this is not what is expected, correct the Creo Parametric installation to load Pro/TOOLKIT at startup. If you prefer not to do so (i.e., if you only expect to compile and test once) run the UNLOCK target now, before running the INSTALL target. This is not recommended when doing any sort of extensive development, as it will lock a Pro/TOOLKIT license for 15 min—for development, it is much better to load Pro/TOOLKIT in Creo Parametric at run time.
For the standard situation where a developer needs to debug a running plugin, Figs. 39–41 illustrate how to use a compiled plugin and Visual C++ to step through the source code.

Fig. 39 Before the plugin can be loaded, even for testing, it is necessary to run the INSTALL target to make sure all of the required files are in their correct locations in the Creo Parametric directories.
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Fig. 40 If Creo Parametric and the plugin are now running and ready for debugging, then attach Visual Studio’s debugger to the running process
Fig. 41 From the list of processes, select the one that shows either Creo Parametric (if the plugin is not yet running) or Creo to BRL-CAD (if the plugin is running) and select Attach. Once this is complete, the running plugin will respect break points defined in Visual Studio and the conversion process can be debugged.

Once the plugin is running to a developer’s satisfaction, the final step is to prepare a redistributable version of the plugin that users can install. The CPack tool is used to create archives, but it is crucial for developers to remember to perform the “UNLOCK” step before creating the archives, as illustrated in Figs. 42 and 43.
Fig. 42 Once the plugin is deemed ready for distribution, make sure the build type is set to Release, build the creo-brl target to make sure everything is up to date, and then run the UNLOCK target. This will lock up a Pro/TOOLKIT license for 15 min, but also results in a DLL that can be used by other Creo Parametric installations.
Fig. 43 Once the DLL is unlocked, the PACKAGE target may be used to generate a .zip file and a Nullsoft Scriptable Install System (NSIS) installation executable for distribution

6. Future Work

While the essential functionality of the original Pro/E conversion plugin has been reproduced in Creo Parametric 3 and a number of improvements added, additional work would substantially improve the existing capabilities. Immediately apparent improvements would be to complete the solidity testing routine for mesh generation and add an ability to translate the NURBS boundary representation (B-Rep) solid descriptions over directly to BRL-CAD without tessellation. Longer-term
directions to explore include using BRL-CAD’s own tessellation routines as an alternative to those in Creo Parametric for more robust solid generation and applying CSG conversion research\textsuperscript{8} to imported Creo NURBS B-Reps as a means of size reduction.
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<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-D</td>
<td>3-dimensional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARL</td>
<td>US Army Research Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Rep</td>
<td>boundary representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoT</td>
<td>bag-of-triangles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRL</td>
<td>Ballistic Research Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>computer-aided design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSG</td>
<td>constructive solid geometry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUVES</td>
<td>Modular Unix-based Vulnerability Estimation Suite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSIS</td>
<td>Nullsoft Scriptable Install System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NURBS</td>
<td>Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro/E</td>
<td>Pro/ENGINEER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STL</td>
<td>STereoLithography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/L</td>
<td>vulnerability/lethality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>